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Around the World
know what's happening

Ta t t o o u s u c o n t e s t e d

Matthew Reed, a Portland tat
too artist, is suing former
Trailblazer Rasheed Wallace

What to give up for Lent?

himself as a non-denomination

al protestant, and said he finds
value in the spiritual aspects of

Every time I turn around, I talk
to someone who has decided to

nix desserts, video games, sleep
or homework for the 40 day

Lent.

period starting after Ash
Wednesday.
Upon reflection, I felt a little
chagrined that I didn't give any
thing up—especially home-

demonstration to show that

"It's

in a Nike ad. Reed claims the

He said he visited a tradi

work--but then I realized that I

encountered people who were

didn't know anything about
Lent. Without understanding
the history of this time of

giving up meat, which used to
be typical of the Lenten cele
bration. Tyler decided to do the
same. "It's a challenge," he

prayer and fasting, I didn't feel
comfortable celebrating a sea
son that appeared to be foreign
to my spiritual background.
What

would

it

take

to

become a qualified Lent-cele
brant, besides a desire to be

healthier, lose weight or tell
your prof you can't do any
assignments for 40 days?
"I celebrate Lent because it's

something I've been doing for
ever, and it's an awesome way

to celebrate the next 40 days,"
sophomore Justin Hudec, a
Catholic, said.

said.
M O L LY

Justin gave up caffeine, such
as is found in soda, and is

in their celebration, many

spending time every day read
ing his prayer book.
"I would recommend it to

tory of celebrating Lent, such
as the Anglicans, various
Lutherans, Presbyterians and

ing behind it, I think it's a good
thing," Sophomore Stacey
Ozga said.

anyone," he said. "Anyone can

Methodists. Since the 1980s

use a little reminder about what

up sugary foods to lose weight,

many more Protestant churches

have begun to celebrate the peri

you're missing the point," he

it's all about."

While Justin joins Catholics

Sync once more

See "Lent," page 2

Flurry of Foxmall post
ings on Images ofGog
PORN

Collage on Perceptions on the
Three Members of the Holy
Trinity" on Feb. 7, generating
some controversy and a flurry
of postings in the "Matters of
Faith" folder on Foxmail.

widespread criticism of the
handling of drug safety prob

Some of the individuals to

get involved in the discussion

lems.

included professors Mark Hall,
associate professor of political

Robot soldiers

science, and Mark McLeod-

The American military is work

Harrison, professor of philoso
phy and religious studies, who

ing to develop soldier robots
that, according . to the

debated with each other in a

Pentagon, will be a major fight

series of spirited replies.
One of the central points of

ing force in less than a decade.

Robots are currently used to
assist efforts to dig up roadside
bombs in Iraq, scour caves in

AND THE WINNER IS: The Lab Rats are (from top left clock
wise) Nicholas Schneider, Mark Starr, Travis Lund and Ryan

Afghanistan and serve as

Mortinson (not shown: Patrick Shuckerow)

armed sentries at weapons

CHARITY

depots.

Assistant Editor

M O L LY B O Y L E

EDWARDS

Hundreds of students,

reality series "The Contender."

alumni and faculty nearly filled
Bauman Auditorium on Friday,
Feb. 11 for the annual Lip Sync

the boxers. Najai Turpin, 23,

sponsored by the Associated

fatally shot himself in the head

Student Community (ASC).

Monday. Various reports sug

Five groups or individual
performers competed for cash
prizes, lip syncing to a variety
of songs from musicals ("King
of New York") to popular

February 18,2005

said.

A student-led chapel dis
cussed "Images of God: A

about unsafe drugs. The board
was created in response to

March 7.

od traditionally thought of as a

Justin is certain that it's not

an excuse to diet. "If you give

Assistant Editor

plications and to warn patients

work plans to unveil the series

Protestant churches have a his

ANN

Tuesday the creation of a new
board to advise it on drug com

gest Turpin was dealing with
personal problems. The net

Most students agree it's a
good idea to understand the
meaning of sacrifice during
Lent before participating.
"Once you know the mean

announced

despite the suicide of one of

BOYLE

REFLECTION AND PRAYER: For many students. Lent is a sea
son for introspection and soul-searching as well as the famijiar sacri
fice of chocolate, soda or favorite pastimes

New board to examine drugs
The Food and Drug

NBC does not plan to pull its

a

tional monastery last week and

featuring Wallace and the tat
too off the air and the Internet,
as well as damages.

'Contender* suicide

and

said.

holds. His lawsuit wants the ad

Administration

s a c r i fi c e

you're relying on God," Tyler

for using a tattoo he designed
use of the Egyptian-themed tat
too violates the copyright he

a

Christian music (Superchic[k]).
When the night was over,
the five members of the group

their debate and other stu

dents' postings discussed femi
nizing aspects of God's char
acter, or referring to God as a
woman. Is it okay if that
allows us to understand God's

nature more fully?

group, the Newsies, won the

One of the problems with
idealizing our perceptions of
God is the possibility of
becoming idolatrous, said

$300 second place prize.

Mark HaU.

Lab Rats took home the $400

first prize.

The largest performing

And "Kip Dynamite"
wowed the crowd with his ren

dition of the move character

and took home third place and
$100.

"If we seek 'images of
[G]od that work for us,' that

we can easily arrive at a god
made in our own image rather
than the God of Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob," Hall wrote.

CAN ONE OF THESE

IMAGES REPRESENT GOD
TO YOU?

McLeod-Harrison contend

ed that nobody in chapel
argued Christians should sim
ply seek images that worked
for them.

"Yes, we need to seriously
consider what Scripture teach
es about God, but about
women too," McLeodHarrison wrote. "Women and

men are equally (made) in
God's image. If God is male,
then how can women be in

See "Identity of God," page 12
Issue 8 Vol. C.XXl
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Need Chapel
CreditP
Growing up
means finding

18 - African Gospel

Acappelia 7 p.m.

your priorities

How Far is Too Far?
7:30 p.m.

TA N E L L E D I T T O S
Being a grown-up is a lot
harder than I thought it

my own decisions as I expect
ed I would be at this age. I

struggle to make myself into
who I want to be, who I hope
I could be, who I know I
should be.

Do you ever feel over
whelmed? I do. Every once in
a while all the things I want
to do and all the things I have
to do don't get along.
This weekend, Sunday

Columnist

mom keeps telling me it takes
practice, but I'm beginning to
wonder if it's just one of
those things you either can do
or you can't, like whistling.
By the way, I can't whistle.
So I prioritized and went
to church this past Sunday.
And honestly, once I was
there, I loved it, which is

funny, because growing up I

to me that now that I have a

When my alarm went off, I

choice, I still go. I guess some
things that are part
of your faith as a

sleep... very
much. Going to
church sounded

Taking time to

color every now

kid kind of stick.
Jesus once wel-

and then doesn t . comed the little chil
painfully
dren, saying that
tedious, and I
hurt, either.
"the kingdom of
had procrasti
nated all of my
heaven belongs to
such as these" (Matthew
homework once again. God
kind of loomed over my bed
19; 14b). Jesus knew that
as I lay there fighting coher
being a kid was cooler than
ence, and I started to wonder

why everything I know I

being a grown-up, too.
When do we lose that pre

should do is so much less

cious faith of our childhood?

interesting than what I want

You know, the kind where

to do.

you walk around telling peo
ple that Jesus is your best

See what I mean? I think

the hardest part about becom
ing an adult is learning how
to be realistically boring. And
I don't mean uninteresting,
because I know a lot of real

22 - How Much is Too

Much? 7:30 p.m.

friend, and that he loves you
more than anything. In many

respects, being a grown-up
takes that away from us.

Jesus loves us. He loves us

4 Great Clips for hair

23 - Part II 10:40 a.m.

Forum led by Supreme
Court 7:30 p.m.

Great Haircuts. Erery Time. Everywhere.

Present your George Fox student ID

24 - Authentic Beauty
7:30 p.m.

to save $2 on any haircut

901 N. Brutscher Rd, Newberg (503) 538-6943

Staley Lecture Series
28 - "Life in All Its Fullness"

Columbia River Bank Building

Can We Trust God?

went to church every Sunday
with my parents, whether I
liked it or not. It's interesting

came, as it usually does.
wanted to

Prices

21 - Parti 10:40 a.m.

ing to them

not nearly as adept at making

Sensible

"Its Your Life" Series

and then stick

would be. I've found that I'm

Cuts

February opportunities;

in the Fred Meyer parking lot

10:40

Where is God in

Open 7 days: M-F 9-9. Sat 9-6, Sun tO-5

Suffering? 7:30

Bookstore manager Andy Dunn
in process of adoptiny child
ANN

children."

PORN

Although the Dunns con
sidered international adoption,

Assistant Editor

Bookstore manager Andy
Dunn and wife Kjisti will soon

be welcoming a child into their
lives. The GFU graduates are in
the process of adopting an
infant and are currently raising
funds and even taking out loans
to finance the hefty price—
about $20,000—that adoption

cultural foods or having the cul
tural music," he said about

the couple wishes to first expe
rience the many milestones that
come with a young infant.
Children adopted from over

adoption in the case of an eth
nic minority.
Dunn said the couple hopes

seas are generally six to nine

cases, it is the choice of the
birth mother, who chooses the

The Dunns may be adopt
ing a child of an ethnic minori

ty, and are prepared to face the
challenges.

"There will always be peo
ple who will be prejudiced and
treat us differently," Dunn said.
"There's a lot of education if

cool grown-ups. I mean learn

when we're kids, and he loves

ing how to do things you
don't necessarily want to do,

us when we're adults. He

and do them well.

he loves us when we're rotten.

have a family all along, and we

Responsibility is a big
word. My mom used to say it

Most of all, he wants us to

to me before I knew what it

spiritually. And he knows that

thought we would have kids
along with adopted children,"
Dunn said. "It just hasn't

meant, usually when I didn't

worked out for us to have kids.

child s adoptive background,

The doctors say everything's

like the older we get, the

growing up is hard. After all,
he experienced it.
Keeping a childlike faith,

whether their child is of an eth

more the real world attacks

having enthusiasm, being

right now not to have biological

us? Our bills tell us we have

honest... all those characteris

to make money, our classes
tell us we have to study, our

tics of kids should still work

do my chores. Doesn't it seem

relationships beg for more of
our time.

Prioritizing takes talent.

I'm begiiming to wonder if
it's a gift I do not possess. My

loves us when we're cool, and

grow, not just physically, but

"We

knew

we

wanted

you're going to adopt a minori

to

ty infant."

Dunn said the couple plans

to be straightforward with their
son or daughter about the
nic minority or not.

fine, but it's God's will for us

ble, whether that's cooking the

and continue to consider it for
future additions to their family,

months old.

usually costs.
Dunn is offering entertain
ment books featuring coupons
for myriads of Portland-area
businesses, and the couple is
having a garage sale in the
spring.

have our child expenence as
much of their culture as possi

"We will definitely work to

themselves into our grown-up
world. Taking time to color

Correction:

every now and then doesn't
hurt, either.
So, grow up!

Mark Pothoff expressed concern about how his

to meet the birth mother. In all

adoptive parents after review
ing portfolios with autobiogra
phies and other information
that couples like the Dunns
supply.
"The birth mother looks

through those portfolios and if
she sees a family she is interest
ed in, because of our back

grounds and interests and those

things, then she says T would
like to meet these people.' Then
we would meet with the birth

mother along with the agency
in a neutral location," he said.
See "Adoption " on page 12

sleep or study in chapel were stated in the Jan 91 regarding students who
chapel he spiritual?" He said that while he think mandatory

he or she could be missing out on what God h ^ Person is not paying attention,

Janelle (Pebbles) Dittus spent last summer surfing, where
she picked up the strange nickname. Her favorite mo\'ie is

to make judgments about his or her prioritie he would not presume

Win a Date with Tad Hamilton and she loves grapefruit.
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NEWS

ient: reflection,
faith, sacrifice
Continued from page I

He's right. The point of giv
ing up something is linked to
the 40 days of temptation

Christ spent being tempted by
Satan in the wilderness. While
the church's celebration of
Lent began as a time for new

Blessings for
the journey
W^itb Pastor Gregg Lamw

lives. We never

person who meets all the

know what God

requirements on my list and

will ask us to do,

on my mother's list. Yes, that

where God will

would be God's will for my
life." "Living in a certain
neighborhood or driving just

ask us to go or
what God will

ask us to say.
As we go through life —

on Palm Sunday, and is sup
posed to be the most solemn
time of the year.
While we're at it, the word

WILL

"Lent" comes from German

WAY

GOD'S
AS
OF

A
LIFE

and Latin origins and means

"spring," "new life" and

making plans, laying out our
futures, coming up with our
goals, we've got to keep in
mind that we can't put God in
a box; when we do, we'll
always be surprised.

the right kind of car. That

would definitely be God's will
for my life." But God's will

isn't found in arriving at a cer
tain place, or doing a certain
thing or even in becoming a
certain kind of person.
God's will isn't just arrived
at like a destination. Rather,
the plan is that we learn to

believers to prepare for baptism

" h o p e . " H o w e v e r, m o s t
Christians celebrate this period
with introspective soul-search

Romans 11:33 says, "How
unsearchable God's judgments

and God's paths beyond trac

according to the Christian

ing as a time to reflect, repent
and pray in preparation for

for our lives as arriving at a
certain place, doing a certain
thing or becoming a certain
kind of person. "Earning a

will all along the way — as we

into a time for self-examination
and repentance.

Easter Sunday.
So am I going to celebrate
L e n t ? N o t t h i s y e a r. A f t e r

ing out." In other words, we
can't put God in a box. We
can't assume God will act this

wonderful living by snagging a

goals God lays on our hearts.

particular job. Yes, that would
be God's will for my life."

Too many people miss God's

on Resurrection Sunday,

Resource Institute, it developed
Colors are significant for

thinking about it, I believe it is

many who celebrate Lent.

a valuable time for introspec
tion, similar to the Jewish Days

Churches often use blue and

way or that way. We can't
assume God desires to do this

with our lives or that with our

So often-we see God's will

experience and know God's
move towards the plans and

See God s will, page 12

"Marrying a specific kind of

purple cloth to drape their o f A w e b e t w e e n R o s h
altars during Lent, culminating Hashanah and Yom Kippur.
in black on Good Friday, and
Perhaps it matters more that

Former prime minister of Spain speaks

always white on Resurrection

.TESSICA TROUT

Sunday.
The Lenten period extends

back from Easter Sunday 40
days, not counting Sundays for
most churches, since Sundays
commemorate the resurrection.

(That's good news, chocolate
lovers!) The final week of Lent

is called Holy Week, beginning

you decide to spend time
reflecting on God's gift of eter
nal life, rather than when.
However, it can be helpful to
share your experiences with
other Christians and support
each other in your quests to
abstain from various pleasures
(does that rule out giving up
homework? Think about it).

The Best in Newberg
Baked, Toasted, & Cold Subs

Nachos * Soups * Salads * Individual Pizzas

— Pogy's
Subs
Free soda up to 32oz

with the purchase of any half or full sub.
Fox students only
www.pogys.com * 503-538-1000
2855 East Hayes Street
Behind the Travel Lodge Motel

Deliveries or Call-in Orders

Seating Outside - Great Atmosphere

tive in Spain.

Editor in Chief

During his speech, Aznar

were impressed by Aznar's con
viction and experiences.

said Islamic terrorism was

Daniel Predoehl, a senior

Several George Fox stu
dents attended a lecture given

democracy's main enemy
because the goal of Islamic ter

Spanish major, said he appreci
ated Aznar's humility and his

by the former Prime Minister of
Spain Tuesday, Feb. 8. In the
lecture, Jose Maria Aznar

rorism is to destroy the way of

personal experiences with ter

life of the free world. Aznar

rorism. He said it was evident

insisted that people must real

Aznar

spoke about his personal expe

ize their actions did not cause

meant to go through those sce

riences dealing with terrorism,
and his hope for the future.
Aznar was optimistic

terrorism, and that an active
policy is the best way to con

narios."

front it.

fact that Aznar did not contra

throughout the speech, stating

"In order to combat terror

that terrorists can be defeated.

ism," Aznar said, "what really

He also cautioned against com

counts is the will to defeat it."

"understood

what

it

Predoehl also admired the

dict himself but gave his sup
port to Bush's campaign
against terrorism without reser

placency and said terrorists

Aznar called for strong

posed a threat to democracy

political leadership to keep the.

because of their ability to affect

issues clear and to act decisive

head of the Spanish govern

elections with violence.

ly against terrorism. He

ment, he led significant eco

vation.

During Aznar's years as

Aznar's personal experience

a f fi r m e d h i s s u p p o r t o f

nomic and social reform. The

with terrorism includes the

President Bush's policy toward

train bombing in Madrid,
which occurred just three days

Spanish GDP grew over 64 per

terrorism and said he would

cent over his eight years in

support him again in the same

office, and at the end of his
years in office the government's
budget was balanced.

before general elections. The
bombs killed 191 people, mak
ing it the worst terrorist attack

in Spanish history.
At the time of the bomb

situation.
He

also

said

he

was

impressed by the victory gained

Aznar was the third of four

by democracy in the Middle

speakers in the World Affairs
Council of Oregon's 2004-05
International Speaker Series.

East with the recent elections in

ings, Aznar led the government
of Spain as Prime Minister.
After the attack, the opposition

Iraq. He told the audience he

went on to win the elections.

the Middle East and urged sup
port of the new Iraqi regime.

Aznar expressed regret that the
terrorists achieved their objec

could not see any reason why
democracy would not work in

Zbigniew Brzezinski, who was
national security adviser in the
Carter administration, will
speak March 10.

Fox students who attended

A

Follow me home...
■» to the Islands of Hawai'^i
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Technology is overrated, thanks to GFU
iecnnoioyy

What would Jesus yell?

m

RECENT HASKETRALI.CHEERS ARE X(TCHRIST-LIKE
GEORGIA

Editorial

I know that some may

argue that we're not as bad

game, the Bruin men

as other schools. I contend
that our actions as fans in

played exciting basketball.
The crowd was very sup

portive. However, some of
the cheers displayed a lack
of sportsmanship.
To yell "Air ball" at the
other team when they are
on offense is rude.

called

to

To yell "You suck, ref"
or "We have a noose and a

tree, all we need is a refer

the "real world."

There are two sides of the spec

Fernet

Christ. In everything we
the name of Jesus. This

calling is not suspended at
a sporting event.
We

have

a

choice

cerned about what

we are not seeing."

to

either respect or mock the

FBI Director Robert

you disagree with the call,
the refs are still people
with dignity who do not

opposing teams. Whichever

Mueller, who expressed

ing traditional communication.
For those of you who believe that

technology goes beyond a means of
faster communication, you probably

belong on the side of the

the same thing to Christ.
There are more games left

"enhanced."

Each of us has a choice

because

Fox is the new "Jetsons" - thus warp

WORRY THAT A TERRORIST

just as disappointing.
Ye l l i n g " I t ' s a l l

there is no

challenged people who think that

SLEEPER OPERATIVE IN IHE

in the season at which to be

team

individuals who think that Fox is

we choose, we are doing

The last thirty sec
onds of the game were

over" at the other

trum: the technologically enhanced

way behind, and the technologically
"I remain very con

ee" is inexcusable. Even if

deserve such treatment.

fans.

U.S. MAY HAVE BEEN IN
PLACE FOR YEARS.
AWAITING ORDERS FOR AN
AT TA C K .

as to how we conduct our
selves. Will that choice be

one of respect or mockery?
The choice is up to you.

Most people are aware of the
existence of cell phones, internet,

radio, etc. Beyond that, those who
strongly dislike it usually try to keep

l O H N

first thing you get when you become
a student? A computer. How can you
fi n d o u t i n f o r m a t i o n a b o u t y o u r

Opinion Editor

A fire was put out ear
lier this week. You might

to IT shows students care
at the relatively heavy
response they received.
What the university did
not comprehend was the
importance of this site to

have not even noticed it;

its users. I know IT

if so, just check the

received more than one

Foxmail folders under

angry response. For the
utter lack of thought
GFU gave to its students,
I'd say IT deserved some

"University Concerns."
The iPrism filter put into

place before school this
year has been slowly but

surely shrinking the

of those responses.
Personally, I've been

famed "George Fox bub
ble," and with it, access

frustrated with the lack

to the outside world.

things at this university.

We are in the midst of

of student input on many

But student input has

dents, I know we have
great ideas. I know we
want to be heard, and I
know we have something
to say about the concerns
of this university. All we
need is the opportunity.
Imagine my surprise
when I found out that
next week we all have

that opportunity. The
university is giving us a
chance to voice our opin
ions.
It all starts with the

chapels - when the
results of the Health

records, financial aid and why you
have a hold? The computer.
How do you turn in your assign
ments and papers? You email them
to your instructor
or post them. On
what?

The

attend the chapels and
forums, and most impor
tant of ail, I encourage

because it saves me a lot of frustra

steroids. A new way of

ty shouldn't stop there. If
George Fox really is a
top college, as supported

communicating,
MySpace and other web

sites like it are riding the
wave of popularity of
weblogs, with a dash of
personalization.
Now, I'm sure some
one at IT was surprised

Foxhole.

by U.S. News and World
Report, then one would

Go there and bring up
whatever you want. Take
a hold of this opportuni

be led to believe that the

ty, for it doesn't come

students GFU attracts are

often.

top students.
As one of those stu

not, some stu

easy access to
the Internet as
ones who lives
on campus.

The

pur

pose of higher
education is

obviously edu
cation. Recent

an important

would appreciate this sort of non-

Wednesday, February
23rd, at 7:30pm in the

or

puter (three right
behind you).

things. The results, I
hear, are extraordinary.
I encourage you to

sources - discussion

it

technological

be a university otherwise.

only, according to my

Believe

just send you TOO MUCH TECHNOLOGY: The
to.. .yep a com- three computers at the registrar's office

tors decided to take

acknowledgement than
anything.
However, the universi

oncampus?

No because they MOLLY BOYLE

appreciate the help in being "techno-

am more thankful for the

consider the students who don't live

Public Relations?

all that...stuff...that

not block MySpace, but I

the cracks. Has anyone stopped to

i s t r a r ' s o f fi c e ?

breaks the GFU contract,
in addition to many other

quickly). MySpace is a
very useful resource.
If you don't know
what it is, think of it like
an online journal on

communication, but there is also a

handful of students falling through

sitting in the reg

is its students. It wouldn't

you to attend a studentinitiated, student-led -•
and basically students

aged as a last resort.
Not only is technology signifi
cantly impacting our face-to-face

Why do we
need employees

ponent of any university

I support the decision to

ning to consume our daily activities.
And in defense of the teachers, office
hours are available but are encour

The computer.

iPrism and its administra

was taken off the list

ers are never-ending and are begin

Email. On what?

recall, that has to do with

done is ignoring students.

The non-personal Moodle,

don't have as

The most essential com

dents, me included (it

If there is a problem you email it, if

campus and

ingly at our fingertips.
Increasingly, that is, until

that could have been

ships are left to the computer screen.

y o u r p r o f e s s o r,
what do you do?

Survey will be

and frustration of stu

mandatory, student/teacher relation

dents live off

talk

announced. As you may

right step in acknowledg
ing student input on the
issue. The worst thing

assignments where meetings are

to

to

important, now has it?

IT casually blocked

But more often then not, unless

the teacher specifically creates

want

with information increas

MySpace.com earlier this
week, much to the shock

Fox prides itself on having small
classes and the ability to have person
al relationships with instructors.

puter. If you

never really been that

Luckily IT took the

students interacting.

com

the Information Age,

action.

Computer and I'll be your instructor

for this course." No way! You
always see pictures of faculty and

Foxmail and email discussions fold

let's look at some basics. What is the

Heavy student response

ships? "Hi. my name is Dr.

mom...so I need a phone," "I need
automatic spell check...so I need a
To the enhanced - those not con

JOHNNY

University advertisement that prided
itself on their computer relation

you have a question you email it, if
an assignment is due you email it.

vinced that Fox is technological -

HERE'S

When is the last time you saw a

to the basics; "I have to call my

computer."

possi

m P D L E T O N

decreased.

Email and the internet are con

to educate its students to function in

follow

do, we are called to glorify

VSPITXAR

society's technology. This is a great valued over human relationships.
investment for a university who seeks

really is not the point.
Rather, as Christians,
are

a k fi

itself upon being up-to-date with venience and efficiency shouldn't be

comparison to other fans

we

vnmm

venient and efficient for staff, faculty
George Fox University prides and many students. However, con

up is unnecessary.

At the homecoming

m

TECllNOUHiV HAS (K)NE
'IX ^ being greatly
Strategies aic being

Editorial

ble way for them to catch

LKMEN

lo

I'm not trying to be negative; I

inventions are

part of our society, and as Fox stu

dents we should be grateful that we

logicalized." One would think I

are not one of those "outdated"

interpersonal communication with
everything/everyone around me

However, though technology is
important, Fox overrates it. There

tion.

Christian schools.

needs to be a balance between the

all or nothing" ideology. Trying to

Technology is a valuable resource figure out what "balanced" means is
in many different areas of our lives quite an expansive issue left up to the

along with being a necessary

administration to decide.

Fortunately, Fox is providing the nec'

not WORKING!!! I'm tired of

us m tune with that information

X, Y and Z.

resource in the work place

As a student in the system...IT'S

essary updates and education to keen

being told to go to my computer for

However, when being "hish-

The original intent of updating

tech" gets in the way of its original Fox s technology system is appreciat
purpose - education - it's gone too ed, but is beginning to hinder a type
of education you cannot get from a
computer system. Personal relation

^ lookioatnth
e broader
tureo' ships and a variety of face-to-face
OurLeteducat
concerni
ng fpiacce-t
face relationships, group

hons, and diferent communicatTor;

communication opportunities are the

ighlight of George Fox University.
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OPINION

From the Fen of the President
a few months) and foolish
M A r r H E W

£ Q X
ASC
President

vestiges of our pop culture
in the interest of extended

seasons of prayer, real con
versations and meaningful

relationships.
The altar call is a com

the call to give up our cate

gelical community. The
typical altar call consists of
a preacher inviting the con

gories. Here I am referring
to the categories which we

gregation to respond to

her/his message.
Those who wish to

have created for others.

Most of these, categories
carry with them the gross
generalization of some

respond typically get out of

fl a w w i t h i n t h e o t h e r

their seats and come for

group. Because of that
flaw, our distance from
them is justified.
Out of these categories,

ward to the front of the

sanctuary for prayer.
These altar calls work

Lack of women in science - 'V is this?

The second altar call is

mon practice in the evan

because they invite the

we create the inhumane

believer to make an imme

language of our social
landscape. At Fox there

diate, deliberate, public
and. most of all, spiritually
engaging response to what
has just been heard.
It is my conviction
however, that these invita

are feeble-minded conser

vatives and morally bank

S A R A H M Y H R F.

with the complex questions fac

these low numbers?

Editorial

ing us as men and women.
Christians and scholars, students

tions don't just happen

rupt philosophers. There
are prudish home school
kids and partying jocks.
There anti-Christian pro

men have the comfort of knowing

w i t h t h e c o n fi n e s o f o u r

fessors and out-of-touch

worship services. We each

administrators.

However, let us not so quickly
forget how throughout history

they'll blend right in, women feel
the need to be exceptional in
order to prove their worth in sci

tions on an almost daily

women's anatomical differences

e n t i fi c c a r e e r s .

basis.

have been used as evidence sim

But don't take my word for it.
C. Megan Urry, a professor of

made up of opportunities

ordination and fashion

to act in the character and

tastes only to conclude that
those not in our category

SCI-'Y*. SCIKNCE'OFTIIL M.\LLcnhO^rOSOML; MAYBL MEN ABE SIMPLY MORE (JIITEJ)

A recent statement by

Harvard University President
Lawrence H. Summers reopened
the discussion concerning the

effect chromosomes might have
on determining an individual's
scientific potential.
Lawrence suggested that per
haps innate or biological differ
ences between the sexes explains
why there are so few women suc
ceeding in science and math
fields, specifically reflected in the
lower percentages of female fac
ulty in these categories.
The Ivy League president's
casual statement reopened the
debate that has often begged the
question; could there be an
answer to this gender discrepancy
within science itself?

In other words, is the absence
of

the

"Y"

chromosome

an

and educators.

ply masking social prejudices
present in the culture.
While eager to discuss new
scientific evidence, remember
that despite our intellectual
achievements, we are not far
removed from the primitive preju
dices of the past age.
Take SAT scores for example.
For the last three decades, girls
have been out-scored by at least
30 points in the math portion.

It makes sense to me. While

physics and astronomy at Yale led
the U.S. delegation to an interna

receive numerous invita

These altar calls are

tional conference on women in

power of Christ. They are
the alter calls of everyday

physics in 2002. She agrees with
me is, "clear evidence that socie

life, invitations to rise from
our seats and be a powerful

category.

tal and cultural factors still hin

witness to a hurting world.

there are no such cate

dered women in science."

While these come in

Recent evidence can be cited

numerous forms there are

engineering position. When told

not alone in this regard, I

one had more education and the

shall devote the remainder

high scores in math aptitude

other more experience, the stu

of my column to this sub

and people who have not.
In my own life I have
heard my savior's invita
tion to give up my cate

exams isn't a strong indicator of

dents chose the more educated

ject.

gories on an almost daily

those

candidate 75 percent of the time.

According to Kimberlee A.
Shauman, sociologist at
University of California, Davis,

who

choose

s c i e n t i fi c

and science careers? Are men

T h e fi r s t s u c h a l t a r c a l l

Catherine Weinberger, an
economist at the University of

simply biologically more gifted in

California, Santa Barbara, has

educated candidate with a female

found that while men opt into sci-

many of which posses no

the sciences?

name was only favored less than

real eternal value.

half the time.

Many more possess no
temporal value beyond the
day or week in which they
arise. It may be the case

Is the flippant statement of an
east coast academic even relevant

Perhaps my ire, and for that

in our little corner of the academ

matter the fhistration of many

ic world?

women in response to recent

Guf of 19 science
professors at Fox,

only one

still represent 42 percent of sci

a mere 5 percent

The real relevance of this

ages, but in female faculty figures.

doesn 't have a "Y"
chromsome.

Out of 19 science professors
at Fox, only one - a mere 5 per

few women?" is one we should be

addressing on our campus.
Without detailing the vast
number of studies, suffice it to say
that science is constantly reveal

ing new insights in the gender dif
ferences debate. These studies are
valuable and should continue to

be given credibility as we grapple
iFebruffl^ 18,5005

the

words

of

Harvard's

Dr.

concerns and demands,

that we, as university stu
dents, are simply preparing

Christ's redeeming love,

basis. I have heard this

altar call when I go to
choose a table in the Bon,
when I pass by fellow stu
dents, and when I interact
with people from a differ
ent culture.
I have heard this call
and all too often I have

stayed in my seat. I have
chosen the comfort of my
own categories over the

glory of my Savior's king
dom, and it pains rqe.
Fortunately there is

dence shows that women in sci
ence are still discriminated

We may be engaged in a
dress rehearsal for the seg
mented, corporate ladder
in order to keep up with

against every stage of the way."

the neighbors' world that

Therefore, with a humble
heart and a deep gratitude and

awaits us on the other side
of commencement.

Speike when she says, "It's hard
to get excited about small differ.ences in biology when the evi

open mind towards the solutions

Please know that I am

as a reminder of the reality that

inviting us to chose
between academics and

ence careers regardless of test

prejudices towards women in sci
ence cling to our coattails.
The greatest steps have been

scores, "women arc more cau

t a k e n . W o m e n fi n d t h e m s e l v e s

suit.

tious about entering these profes
sions unless they have a very high

who have responded to

ourselves for the rat race.

not espousing that, Christ is

s o m e .

proves that the question, "Why so

statements is best summarized in

Our lives are crowded with

offered by science, that I offer this

cent - doesn't have a 'Y' chromo

This disproportion alone

are two distinctions: people

the task of critiquing two differ
ent qualified applicants for an

is the call to simplicity.

issue lies not in student percent

gories. There are only the
beloved and amongst them,

two invitations to which I

Incidentally, however, when
the candidates were given the dis
tinction of male or female, the

ence students at Fox.

Of course, in Christ

have found it particularly
difficult to respond.
Because I suspect that I am

careers - except with women.

percent of the engineering and
computer science majors, women

belong to a reproachable

Princeton. Students were given

low numbers of women in math

chemistry and mathematics.
Accounting for a dismal 7 and 8

ple down to their political
views, doctrinal stances,
recreational habits, sexual

fi"om an experiment performed at,

acceptable explanation for the

Women comprise at least half
of the GFU majors in biology,

We have distilled peo

more worthy pursuits.

Academics is a worthy pur

hope, both for our mis
placed energies and our
propped-up categories.
There is hope because

these things compose the
altar calls of ever day life.
Regardless of how we
have lived, Christ continu
ally and regularly calls us
to respond in obedience to
his truth. His grace covers

us, the Spirit empowers us,

I am espousing that

and at each moment all we

once an exclusively "Sci-'Y"'
domain. However, for many rea

Christ might be calling us

number of female science profes

sons, socio-cultural prejudices
included, women still stand in the

behind video games, fruit
less romantic relationships

need is readily available.
For the redeemed, there
is nothing that holds us in
our seat beyond our own

sors, not only in our little hamlet

shadows of a male dominated

of liberal arts scholarship but also

(trust mc, your current

fi e l d .

romantic relationship is
probably fruitless; if you
don't agree now you will in

score to begin with."
Could it be that the lower

across the nation, contributes to

past the threshold of what was

to come forward and leave

will and nothing short of
God's glory to gain when
we chose to move.
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Feminism is the

QUESTIONING

major question of

? 9

I CHRISTIAN CULTURE

our generation
Editorial

: Feminism is ^

scary word. Sadly,

versity does not refund money

Stop confusing what is

for uneaten meals on the meal

human with what is divine
RACHFX

WOI.K-LANIEWSKI

they tend to refer to the rights
of the first-born, the married

Editorial

and the poor. The exception is
Christians are very good at

Paul who was more likely to

coming up with catch-phrases
like "being in the world, but not

tures. But we aren't so good at

bring up legal rights, and these
he rarely exercised.
When we give our lives to
Christ to live as His disciples,
we also give whatever rights we

understanding our own culture,

think we have. Phrases like

especially where it differs from
Christianity.
I'm not talking about differ
ences in overtly moral matters

"vengeance is mine" and "turn
the other cheek" come to mind,
and it is valuable to keep in
mind that it is not our identity
or rights that matter, it is

of the world" and even examin

ing and appreciating many cul

such as abortion and homosex

uality. Or even the all-pervasive
subject of materialism, though
this is certainly a matter worth

Christ's.

examining.
My concern is about how

from prison to the people of

American Christians seem to

tent

have confused what is human

stances." And while there is at

with what is divine, specifically
within the topic of rights.
Concerns about religious
freedoms have been an under

current, and sometimes a ser
mon topic, in many of our

Paul demonstrates this atti
tude

well.

When

he

writes

Philippi, he claims "to be con
whatever

the

circum

least one instance of his exer

cising his rights as a Roman cit
izen, this was not the New
Te s t a m e n t n o r m .
Jesus and Paul were both
more often concerned with

churches over the last few

how we treat others than how

years.

we are treated ourselves. So,
when matters like excluding
"under God" from our pledge
of allegiance and prohibiting

The list of related subjects is
a long one: the pledge of alle

giance, prayer in public schools,
school vouchers, gay marriage
and hate speech, anti-abortion
signs and "choose life" license
plates. One recent case tried to
prevent prayer at the presiden
tial inauguration.
Rights, just for the record,
are generally found in newer
translations of the Bible, and

when I think of femi
nism I think of man-haters
and extremists which reaUy

prayer in public schools or
inaugurations arise, what is our
first response?
Or if these matters seem

rather distant, what about how
we react when someone steals

our parking place or cuts in
line?

Are we angry when our uni

helps me to shy away from

plan and asks us not to con
sume alcohol even when we're

such a movement. This is the

of legal age? And, more impor

w r o n g a n s w e r.

It would be easy to see

tantly, what is our final

civU rights as "white bash

response?

ing," but it's so much more

Do we allow that attitude of

to be a man, what it means to

be a woman, and to define
what degree of equality they
should have and what kind of

equality we are seeking (of

value or of ability/purpose).

We cannot afford to be

lukewarm or uninvolved with
such questions, and not
because they concern women,

or men, but because we
define equality for this cur

thak that. As the Civil Rights rent generation and for those
movement was to the 1950s,

"righteous indignation" to
arise? Do we immediately get

that follow us.

so Feminism is to us today.
I am not primarily con
cerned with women or blacks

angry and holler about how our

rights are being violated, or
worse, file a lawsuit?
Understand, 1 am not say
ing it is always wrong to
attempt to preserve religious or

Much like the Civil

Rights movement, started in

or who ought to have power

or who shouldn't, or any of
those details.
1 am much more con

other freedoms. Or that all liti

gation is a sin (my mother is an
attorney, after all).
My concern is that we allow
our understanding of human
and legal rights to be submitted
to God, subjecting it to "eternal

Montgomery in the 19.50s,
we too will set an amazing

precedent for those that fol
low. Like others before us, we
are often completely unaware
of the importance of such a

cerned with equality and jus
tice which supersede and
encapsulate these others.

precedent until it has long
passed.

Whether or not I care about

Let's not make that mis

civil rights or women's rights,

very much. Those are things

take again. As Christians, we
are the living examples of the
Truth, Justice and Equality

that deserve our attention.

that is manifest inside of our

as a Christian, I ought to care

perspective" scrutiny.
Our call, as much as it often
irks me, is to obedience. And it
is always possible that God

about justice and equality

could ask us to advocate for

Truly, that must be our

hearts, and if we, who have a

religious freedom through legal
or legislative means. I suspect

fight, for I believe that any

glimpse of such things, do
not adequately convey them

I recommend that we all

system which elevates one
person while unjustly lower
ing another needs to be
changed. I am an advocate
for women's rights, and also

take a step back and examine

for men's, for the rights of my

our

we

black brothers and sisters,

reconsider how concepts like
"freedom of religion" have
influenced our thinking, and

and my white friends. Any

tion earnestly and in love,
with means of forgiveness
and equality that match the

it is far less often than we think

that He actually requires that of
u s .

own

culture.

That

our actions as Christians.

That we remember that,
ultimately, it is God who is hurt
when our rights are violated,
and He doesn't need us leaping

to the world, how can we
expect the world to under
stand?

Let us answer this ques

injustice and dissension is a

ends we seek. Let us be full

threat to all justice and unity.
Feminism is the major
question of our generation.

of such a great grace and
light as to untangle these
questions correctly, as our

Before us has been set the

grandparents have done in

task to define what it means

Montgomery.

to His defense as much as He

desires us working by His side.

\

I

/

The Christian lifestyle doesn't begin and end with salvation
DANIEL

PETERSON

Editorial

This logic does not come
from the Bible, but it does

toward God's "good purpose."

If we want a living and

We must continue to seek

apply to salvation. Through the

God's will in all we do.

I am a Christian! I go to

grace of God, all we must do to

Due to our fallen state we

strong faith, we must act for the
betterment of all mankind and
love others with all our heart.

church; I read the Bible; I worship
God; I pray every day; I even have
a cross in my window.

be saved is admit that we are

all daily fall short of God's

If our faith is to be a

sinners and that Jesus the Son

lifestyle and not just a titled we

Well, maybe these things do not
make me a Christian, but I am

the cross.

glory, but we so quickly look
past this fact in our busy lives.
We allow that shortcoming to

of God paid for our sins upon
Salvation is complete after
this single event, but having a

detour us from searching out

ward, ask for forgiveness and

Well, that is not what the

daily conforming to the will of
God and putting others first.

Bible teaches. Does that bother

Paul tells us to "Work out

saved and that makes me a

Christian. So there, I am a
Christian because I asked Jesus

into my heart and therefore my
faith is strong.

you?

The watered-down theology
of today has led many people
to think that being a Christian
is defined by a single action:

must put into action the faith

that leads to the social outcasts.
We must go out and be

is time to take the attitudes

found on any Christ-based
retreat and make it the stan
dard.

It is time to stop looking at

the cross and begin to carry its
heavy burden everywhere we

go. We must continue the long
journey of faith. While it is

Christians to the world, letting very good to rejoice in our sal
strong living faith is a different with temporary pleasures.
our actions speak to our faith,
matter. Faith is built, not given;
In spite of this shortcoming for all words fail to tell of the vation, rejoicing by itself is not
enough.
it is an ongoing process, one of we must cast our eyes heaven
hope that lies within the believ
We must also go and make

your salvation with fear and
trembling, for it is God who
works in you to will and to act

God, and our lives are crowded

redouble our efforts to do His
will.

This has always been a

problem, even for the young
church who could hear eyewit
ness accounts of Jesus' min

when someone asks Jesus into
his or her heart he or she is

according to His good pur
pose" (Phil. 2:12-13 NIV).
Paul is telling the reader
that it is not enough to be

instantly an upright Christian.

saved, but we must work

NIV).

e r.

As Jesus did, we must also disciples, through our words

live for others and serve them but moreover through our
With every breath. We are actions, for words so easily fail.

called to look past wha this His'wno'f

world values, to the true ever- ^ and His right-

value of all humans If if
istry. James wrote, "Faith by lasting
we fail, our faith is dead
itself, if it is not accompanied
by action, is dead" (James 2T7

' l clothes] will

school
Sunday
school lessons
learned soNIvT''
long '
=^80 and put them into action It
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Chapel IS not meant for cuddling
A NNGnI iRFG. T I . I
A

mil

o

Is it really necessary to

Editorial

Throughout the rest of

This is not a typical piece
about chapel. I am not eoine arms

to talk about credits, Pspeakers
LTn ' h"'one another's com
dKers ly enjoyed
or who left and/or stayed.

pany.

Instead, I am going to focus on
a chapel issue that offends me

I was both amused and dis
gusted by this couple's behav-

every single week.

The other day, my friends 1'' / r °

11wereenojymgh
tesnigniegoing
donottoh
tnikchaoel
h
teponitbut
^i^geT!

. ^enjiTienas
pomt
andt ITwere
oying the si
nging of
portion of chapel when the
guy in front of us did some
thing that should never be
done in public. He removed

w i t h one's significant
cozy with

other.

One of my friends called

cuddling in chapel "holy cud

the gum from his mouth, and

dling." What?! Cuddling is
then placed it in his girlfriend's
cuddlipg is cuddling is ... well

mouth.

you get the idea. I know he

My friends and I turned to
one another in horror, our

meant the comment as a joke,

but I do not think it justifies

praising God momentarily for-

clamber all over the love of
your life? If someone thinks it

is, I think people should save it
for a different sphere-like their

dorm rooms-where the only
victims are roommates.

My boyfriend • goes to
school in Klamath Falls, Ore.
Maybe if he attended Fox I

would go bounding down the

aisle, jump into his lap and
play with his hair while the
chapel band asked us to stand

in worship.
However, since he is not

here, I am going to reserve the
right to stand judgmentally
behind cuddling couples and
think, "Eww! Gross! Keep
your gum in your own mouth!"

anyone's behavior.

Our rich and powerful
society makes us blind
hear the words of Mary: "He
has brought down rulers from
their thrones but has lifted up

■P H I L S M I T H
Editorial

I'm Phil Smith, philosophy

t h e h u m b l e . H e h a s fi l l e d t h e

professor and chair of the
Department of Religious

hungry with good things but

Studies here at Fox. (GFU has

grown so much that I need to

This was a portion of one of
the Scriptures read in chapel.

introduce myself- to students
who haven't and—sad to say—
never will take my classes.) .
On Jan. 26, as part of the

Mary is voicing the praise of a
poor peasant who has been
oppressed by her own nation's

Spring Theological Conference

leaders and a foreign empire,

that my department sponsors

praising God who helps the
poor and oppressed.
But do I really hear Mary's
praise, when I am neither poor
nor the victim of oppression?
Do I get it emotionally?

each year, chapel featured an
antiphonal reading that both
ered some students. Some stu

dents walked out of chapel.
We can be pretty sure that

they did not think the reading
properly served the purposes of

Going to chapel...
...cuddling...
...then walking out

?

chapel. I suspect that a great
many more students who

stayed in chapel shared the dis
comfort of those who left.

and honor our past, we'll make the same mistakes
past that drew such astonish

as slavery from becoming a

Editorial

ment?

Recent events, the uproar
over students walking out

Indeed, it was all of these
things; however, the foremost
concern that was raised upon
witnessing these events
unfold, was that of the mis

part of our history again.
Refusing to do this is
opening the door to more
tragedy and suffering. It is
especially important to edu
cate the young, because they

guided values in the area of

are

history, and its influence on
our everyday lives.

shaping our country. It is
easy to forget that the deci
sions we make every day are

ELIZABETH

RODMAN

during the Martin Luther
King Jr. Day chapel and the
article, highlighting the stu
dent's behavior, published in
the

last

issue

of

The

Crescent, have served to raise
the ire in this History major's
soul.

Rejecting a piece of our
past is not only disrespectful;
it is dangerous. Indeed, there

What was it that induced

this article-writing fit in me,

you ask? Was it the rudeness
of students walking out on a

guest speaker? Was it the lack

of maturity and world view
of so many students?
Or, was it the apparent
absence of sense and respect

when it comes to our nation's

is evidence that some situa

the

ones

who

will

be

shaping what future genera
tions will read as history.
For

those

who

felt

the

tions/ideas will "repeat
themselves" despite educa

chapel was too "graphic," I
would suggest reading a slave

tion.

narrative, or a piece such as
Martin Luther King's "Letter
from Birmingham Jail."
To these people I say, you
must leave the safety bubble
of naivete at some point, and

However, remembering

and appropriately honoring
our heritage and our pasthowever negative-helps
increase the chances of pre

venting anything as horrible

now is that time.

Most students at GFU are

much like me. We are rich and

politically powerful. (If you
are tempted to disagree, think
how many billions of the
world's people could not afford
to attend GFU; think also of
the millions of Iraqis who

suspect there is another group.

d e fi e d d e a t h t h r e a t s t o v o t e ,

These students listened to the

dreaming of the political

whole reading, but they found

power we take as our
birthright.)

it irrelevant to their lives. The

Uproar over student walkout; if we don't remember

Intellectually, I know that

resented the chapel reading, I

Besides the students who

•

has sent the rich away empty."

reading consisted of the testi
monial experience of Afncan

powerful, we find it very hard

Americans interwoven with

to really hear Mary's prophetic

Scripture passages.
The students in this group

word. The chapel reading, by

Because we are rich and

might think (I'm guessing) that

juxtaposing scripture with the
experience of oppressed peo

the whole thing was out of

ple—people who are not so.far

date. After all, the civil rights
m o v e m e n t i s h i s t o r y. W h y
would we devote a chapel to

away from us in geography or
time, people we can get to
know if we try—helps us hear
the Scripture.
The January 26 chapel was
n't easy. It called listeners to
use their imaginations. It chal

race relations? Isn't this a
waste of time?

I remind you of what we
stressed in presenting the read
ing. We did not want to focus
on race relations. Instead, we
wanted to use the experience
and

voices

of

African

lenged listeners to hear the

Scriptures from a point of view
different than their own.

So I am not surprised that it

Americans to speak representa

made some of us uncomfort

tively for all dispossessed and
powerless people.

should use our discomfort as a

We

invited

students

able. That's a good thing. We

to

prod to discussion, so that we

imagine for whom these voices

can learn better how to follow

speak today. I don't know
what came to your mind, but I
think of Christians in Sudan,
K u r d s i n Tu r k e y, C o p t s i n

Jesus.

Egypt and many others.
Every Advent season, we

107, and my extension is 2657.

I would welcome opportu
nities to discuss these matters

in person. My office is Ross

Christian stuff: creativity or consumerism? It borders on ridiculous
ipssirA trout other
paraphernalia,
but when
JESSICA
TROIL
^ ^ Trading

the same amount of sugar as a
kid who eats a normally-

Company catalog the other

shaped lollipop, and I don't

When I really thought

think the child particularly

cares about the shape. In fact, I

about it, I realized the reason
this magazine bothered me was

would think the hard square

that it had so much stuff that

corners of the cross would be

Christians simply do not need.

Sunday school class, maybe
they should be sponsoring a
child together.
And it's not just the
Christian things that distract us
from our relationships with
God and other people. Even on

Christians do not need these

this campus, even in my own

things to spread the gospel,
although kids might enjoy
them in Sunday school.

self, I see Christians buying
things that have no eternal sig

There's a new twist on pop ^ ,i,e sheer
rocks. volume of Christianized items
You can now buy God

Rocks!" - or suckers shaped ^ understand that Sunday
painful, and unless
like crosses that come with j^achers like to hand out rather
teachers want their thirdpopping dip candy. This spinm- students, and graders to reflect upon the pain
al twist on an old favonte is want to rein
sure to not only allow you to with some-

of the cross, it seems selfdefeating.

indulge your sweet tooth, but to ^go^nts their fait .
As facetious as that sounds,
reach spiritual enlightenment j have a problem with is I really do think the amount of
that much faster.
the perception that these items "Christian stuff" you can buy
For several years 1

watched the Christian mar

get flooded with Testammts,

or more spiritually is ridiculous. In a society where
their "secular
sound than
we can buy Christian pencils,
are better

counterparts.

Christian Easter eggs, Christian

Achd
li who eats a candy glow sticks and-Christian cross
WWJD bracelets, Chnstiam
themed notebooks, shirts an cross is stil going » be eating

worry stones, something's
wrong.

n i fi c a n c e .

Christians are called to be

And all this buying does is

the people of God and to show

weigh us down, keeping us
from living the life God wants
for us. Imagine how we our

God's love on earth. Instead of

focusing on buying Christian

paintings to decorate their
homes, they should be reaching
out to help others. Instead of
buying the lollipops for their

selves would be blessed if we

stopped living in stuff and
started living in love.
Issue TOTCTXr
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A & E

John Legend
Ta k i n g g a i n s m e d i a

ilge

a n e n t i e n

ASHLKY

The editors of this column are

The Stephen's Family and

S TA L I . M A N

Miri Ben-Ari.

Staff Writer

huge fans of random quotes, so
here aiv some we found on the
internet, from our favorite
movies, and even from our
friends across the hall.

Despite some critical

Although over a year has

reviews for his semi-shallow

passed since John Legend's first
major record was released
through Columbia Records, the

lyrics such as, "Now you

album is finally receiving the

can't say I don't love you just
because I cheated on you,"

Legend, deeply inspired by

Legend makes up for these
with melodies that are per
fect for easy listening during

side, at least the celebrities

artists Stevie Wonder, Marvin

homework or drives in the

involved get punched for par
ticipating.

Gaye and Aretha Franklin and

car. This is one of those

Celebrity boxing is an aflronl

attention it deserves.

to every principle of human

dignity -- but on the bright

-ruminate.com

his collaborations with other

albums that you start playing

such artists like Lauryn Hill,
Janet Jackson and Alicia Keys,
created a complimentary com
bination of gospel and R&B in
his first major record "Get

and don't notice the time

Lifted."

This

album

has

Then all of a sudden it hit me:

brought refreshment to devoted

I should have hung that ceiling
fan higher.

R&B listeners that have been

-ruminate.com

It's belter to be a red person in
a blue state than a blue person
in a red state. As a red person,
if your blue neighbors turn into
a mob at least you have a gun
to protect yourself. As a blue

dealing with the revolution of
hip hop for the last five years.
Legend brings back the
beauty of rhythm and blues
with help from his cousin,

person, your only hope is to

Kayne West, who co-wrote and
produced most of the record.
Along with a guest perform
ance by West, there are also

appease the red mob with

performances by Snoop Dogg,

going by because all the
songs seem to flow so well
together, even though each is
unique in style and in
rhythm.
Legend is aware that his
music deserves praise and
shows no timidity in express
ing his views. Egotism,
although most times not
appreciated in the music
world, is bearable when the
artist has the talent to prove
it. His album has already
c l i m b e d t o t h e n u m b e r fi v e

spot on the top album chart

BREANNE REEVE

STUDENTS IN RECITAL: Desiree Haywood preforms a song for
Students in Recital at Bauman Auditorium on Friday, Feb. 11

in the United States.

herbal lea and marinated tofu.
-niminate.com

Smith tries out romance in now movie

I was pretty
impressed that

ANGIE

Jesus fed the

GILL

Staff Writer

masses from

only five
loaves and

Skeptics believe that
movies like "Hitch," starring
Will Smith and Eva Mendes,
don't have any funny moments

t w o fi s h e s
until I went to
Communion and saw what He

considers a serving size.
-ruminate.com
I often remember the wise

words my grandma shared
with me: "Take hold of your

dates, has an extremely difficult
time making things work with

which are shown in the pre

Sara, especially when she dis

views. For some movies that is

covers his line of work.

- K r i s s i C a r. s o n

and

ago.

I

}

Time you enjoy wasting is not !
i

-T.S. Eliot^
I

So whcn's the wedding? \
-Fox .student\
I

Although the movie has
some great actors in it, Smith

with his role as a co-director.

James's antics keep the
men in the audience alternat

ing laughter with empathetic

you can't laugh any harder,
Albert Brennaman, played by
Kevin James of "King of

girls who have been in the

Queens," begins dancing to

to lose sight of its destination

show the date doctor Hitch

point or become too serious,

same situation. Just when it

seems as if the movie is going

Smith jumps in to bring the
movie back to the centralized

narrative point.
"Hitch" is definitely a girlsonly, date or group movie
since it is a romantic comedy

a t e r. S m i t h i s A l e x " H i t c h "

that leans heavily toward the

Hitchens, a date doctor who

r o m a n t i c s i d e . H o w e v e r,
there are some added bonus

promises to help a guy get
any woman in three dates.

es for all moviegoers: an
angry food fight, a chauvinis
tic jerk that Smith beats up

After that, it is up to them.

\

Although there are brief

vignettes where he helps
other men, the main person
H i t c h i s fi x i n g u p i s
Brennaman who is in love
with an heiress named

Allegra Cole (Amber
Va l l e t t a ) . S a r a M e l a s ,
(Medes), is the gossip colum

while

able" stance is irresistible for

simple to induce all the
laughter that filled the the

Courage is not the absenee of {
fear, hut rather the judgmeiU \

for the credits to roll.

carries the plot, but that
might have something to

The basic plot seems too

Alwiiys and forever.
•Kip Dynamite

forget my momentary longing

Mendes "guys are unreli

r o m a n c e .

February 18,2005

Albert

writing is done so well one can
easily forget he was watching a
different couple mere seconds

points to the movie. It did seem
to drag on, but just when things
were getting long, another joke
would be tossed in, and I would

embarrassment

But I still love technology-

Diaries

between

between

views and even goes beyond
them. Just when you think

(Smith), that he can do some
thing right when it comes to

-Prince Rinaldi, Princess

forth

movement

Sitting here now, I wonder
what was so good about that
movie. I can't pinpoint one
exact moment that shines, and
there were definitely negative

up to the scenes in the pre

Yes, I love tcchnologyNot as much as you, you see.

important than fear.

The movie goes back and

The

scenes and relationships is jerky
at times, leaving the watcher
with slight whiplash, but the

However, "Hitch" lives

If your mother was from a dif
ferent country, what would you
name your dog?

that something else is more

curse of all minor characters.

hopeless love life that is the

the movie at all, which leaves
the watchers disappointed
and wondering why they
wasted their money.

-ruminate.com

time.

identity.
Of course. Hitch, who can
teach other guys how to handle

view are never delivered in

IDIOT!"

wasted

Allegra and Hitch and Sara.
There is also Sara's requisite
best friend who has the typical,

other than the three or four

true and, on really bad occa
sions, the funny lines in the pre

destiny. It's right there in front
of you. No, to your right a lit
tle. Your OTHER right,
Einstein! Grab it, you STUPID

nist for a daily paper. In an alltoo-obvious twist of fate, she
dates Hitch while she is trying
to figure out the "date doctor's"

and no sex scenes. The later

PICTURE COURTESY OF: http://www.la-grange.net/2004/05/23.htmll
SMITH TRIES ROMANCE ON FOR SIZE: Will Smith (left) stars
opposite Eva Mendes (right) as a date doctor who is determined to make
relationships work for his desperate, and sometimes pathetic, clients

might mean a lot for some
Fox students. Granted, this is
no Disney movie, but how
many romantic comedies
leave the sexual side of things
out?
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the

memories

Weekend retreat alters one GHI stndent's ulew of scrapbooking
RACHEI. REITMRVFP

mother from my first hair cut,
or swatches of fabric from my
. prom dresses, are all beautifully

Staff Writer

Behind every photograph is kept in an 8 X 11 album,

a memory. Behind every memo- Scrapbooking has become
ry IS a moment caught on fdm, my spot of sanity in a world

Originally,
when

I

was

told

that

we

were

the

a frozen imap revealing the that is consumed with tests,
intimate details of our lives, work and the occasional eight

only peo
ple there

away in a shoebox or a dusty

hours of sleep. So when George
Fox junior Emily Wakeling

forty, I was

album, we forget about these

approached me about joining

However, after years tucked

moments

that

seemed important

her

Ye t t h e r e i s

hope: through
scrapbooking,
this photograph
can be preserved
and looked at for
years.

more

than

bor

and

stickers. It's about
the

memories

behind those sig
n i fi c a n t e v e n t s i n
life and the stories
that

tell

r e fl e c t

who

and
we

e

r

c e r t a i n
that I was

going to be
b o r e d .

e n d

Three days

a way for us to

l o n g

out in the
w i l d e r -

tell our stories.

scrapb o o k -

i

tS'

Each page we
our life in a way

ders and shapes,
cut-outs

d

a week-

( <

add documents

Scrapbooking is

n

on

enough to docu
m e n t o n fi l m .

u

n

g

ness,

no

cozy com

retreat,

forts

t h e r e

h o m e ,

was

no

stuck with

way I

old ladies?

c o u l d

Even with

refuse.

the prom

Set in

ise

of

of

N o r t h

unlimited

completely
unique to the
scrapbooking

F o r k

time

to

Lodge,

work

on

w h i c h

my album,

is

a

I was stiU

l o n g
-

positive
the compa

medium."

h o u r

ny would

d r i v e

be unbear

i

o

able. I was

w h a t

sure one of

c

n

those little

only be described as untamed

old ladies

wilderness, twenty women over

w o u l d

color, texture and accessories, scrapbooking provides a wide range of options to supple

the age of forty and two George

catch

ment the most treasured of memories

Fox University students met,

off-guard
and trap me in

are as individuals.
I have been

scrapbooking for
a little over a year. It seems like
only a short time, but through
it, I have preserved and record
ed all nineteen years of my life.
A lock of hair, saved by my

t

w

o

n

t

a

glued and swapped stories.

me

PICTURE COURTESY OF: http://www.inkadinkado .com/
SCRAPBOOKING AS UNIQUE AS IT IS VARIED; With thousands of choices in

a comer while

Luckily, that didn't happen.

color can reflect how we felt on
a sunny vacation at
Yellowstone, and the right bor

At first, the descent of my

der can add and reflect the ele

boredom seemed inevitable.

gance and joy that a wedding
possesses. It is a way for us to
organize our lives, to examine

telling stories about her cat
Fluffy.

As Emily and I walked into a

Change
^our Life

room littered with paper

scraps and cans of Diet Coke,
I figured it was going to be a
long weekend. As it turned
out, it wasn't long enough.
Through bumping elbows
and reaching for the same

how we live and to reflect on
the events that have formed us

into who we are today. What

other type of entertainment
offers that?

When I think of entertain

journaling pens, I realized
something. All of these ladies

ment, usually I don't think of a

whom I had labeled as boring
old women actually improved

listening as they reminisce

good. Yet after staying up ^

,Ma9iM0fAmiftC«uut-lSng

my weekend and changed my
prospective on scrapbooking.
Slowly, stories from the past

. iMaslex (>f Aria Sis hUttlot&o and I'lwfapx'

bits and pieces of their lives.

and make a difference
a conrnm from Ceorse m UnU^mity

. Mastei of Am in

leaked out as they narrated
One lady, as she worked

. MastM otf Sckmee Ssi ScslooJ PsychoD
l g>-

diligently on an all-white
page, glued down a picture' of

. CenU'icaK- programs available

her in her wedding dress from
over thirty years ago. She told
me about all the jitters she felt

503-554-6166

couiiseiing^l$^r^fox.eda

that day, but how she knew in
her heart that her fiance was
the one.

UNIVERSITY

about the times when life was

night to complete page after
page, I realized just how won
derfully rewarding scrapbook
ing is. Looking back through
my pictures, I wasn't just look
ing for paper that matched the
picture. Instead, I was reliving
my life in a way that was entire
ly different than writing in a
journal.

My scrapbooking retreat
wasn't just about completing
pages and cutting out squares. It

As I listened to her story, I
realized just what scrapbook

w a s a b o u t r e fl e c t i o n a n d

ing is. It is not, as I originally
thought, a bunch of middleaged woman looking for a
way to relive the glory days.
Scrapbooking is a way for

form of entertainment I have

us to tell our stories. Each

Georgf. Fox

weekend away with the elderly,

page we add documents our
life in a way completely

unique to the scrapbooking
medium. The simple use of

remembrance. It was the purest

ever experienced.
As soon as I get my pictures

developed, rest assured I will be
scrapbooking my scrapbooking
weekend. What can I say?
There is no way I'm letting
those memories end up in a
shoebox.
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GFU baseball, sofiball looks

From the Cheap Seats

aboad to 2005 season

Canseco's new
book aims at

George Fox University
News Service

Baseball
HAN

What can they do for an

BENNETT

staining l^acy of
diamond legends

Sports Editor

encore?
The 2004 baseball season

Jose Canseco's newly
released "Juiced: Wild Times,

ended in "fairy-tale" fashion for
George Fox University as the
Bruins, unranked and unherald

Rampant 'Roids, Smash Hits

and How Baseball Got Big" is

ed going into the post-season,

making quite a splash in the

won the NCAA Division III-'

sports world.

World Series. As all winners do,

the Bruins hope to repeat as
national champions, but they
know it won't be easy. There has
not been a repeat champion in
Division III since Rowan

University in 1978-79, and the

Bruins will be minus their "big
three" starting rotation of Scott

I was surprised when I

learned Canseco, the former
M O L LY

BOYLE

NEW BEGINNING: With the team behind her, freshman catcher

Kim Coleman prepares to knock the ball for a base hit during a
recent game against Concordia
George Fox was 4-32 and fin

Hyde, Cory Dixon and Mike
Beck, whose career records
were a collective 77-24.

Eastern

mark, there seems to be only
one way for the Bruins to go.

probably won't even be the

favorites in our own conference,
let alone for the nationals,"

Connecticut

State

University 6-3 in the title game.
George Fox was voted No. 1 in
the final ABCA national poll.

honors in 2004 while leading

Returning from that team
are 15 letterwinners, led by First
Team All-America shortstop
David Peterson (Sr., Aloha,
Ore./Aloha HS) and four oth

the

ers

admits head coach Pat Bailey,
who won conference, regional
a n d n a t i o n a l C o a c h o f t h e Ye a r
Bruins

to

the

national

crown. "But we're going to be
better than people might think.
We'll have plenty of opportuni
ties to score with our speed, our

just may surprise. We certainly
don't have an ace the caliber of

Scott Hyde - not many teams
do - but our pitching may be

ished 9th in the Northwest

Conference with a 2-26 league

"Realistically, I think we
will be a good deal better than
last year," says an upbeat
Vergets. "How many more wins
that translates into, though, is
hard to say - we play in a pretty

All-

strong conference."
Vergets' optimism is based

Conference honors of one kind

on two main factors. One is

or another, so the Bruins' cup
board is not exactly bare. But
will it be enough?

simply numbers; with 17 players
on the squad - nine returning
letterwinners and eight new
comers - this is the largest roster
the program has had in several

who

received

defense wiU be the best it has

ever been, and our pitching staff

Softball

^Although the George Fox
University Bruins Softball team

years. The other is talent. "All
our new players have the knowl

will have a new head coach for

edge and skills to contribute sig-

the 2005 season, it is not as big

nificandy right away," the new
coach predicted.

deeper than it has ever been. I
wouldn't count us out of any

a change as one might think.
After all, Mark Vergets, who

thing."

takes over for the retired Bob

Michelle Roberts is excited

Steenson, was an assistant

about the prospects of a new

The Bruins went 40-10 in

'04, the most wins in team his

tory, and were 20-4 in the
Northwest Conference, their
best league record ever, to share
the NWC championship with
Linfield College. They captured
their first NCAA regional by

encounters with banned sub
stances in baseball. In fact, I

was surprised when I learned
he could write.

winning the West with a 4-0
record, and were 5-1 in the
Wo r l d S e r i e s , k n o c k i n g o ff

"Without those three, we

Major League Baseball slug
ger, wrote a book detailing his

coach for the Bruins for the past
two years, so he is familiar with
the players and program.
What Vergets does expect
to change, however, is the
team's won-lost record. Coming

Sophomore pitcher

s e a s o n .

"It is a chance for a fresh

start," she said. "All the new
players have improved the team
and we have a much higher
l e v e l o f c o n fi d e n c e . "

off a 2004 season in which

In "Juiced," Canseco

make a joke of it."
Giambi's may be in the
same boat as Canseco. The
former Oakland A and cur
rent Yankees' first baseman

issued a public apology last
Thursday but, confusingly
enough, refused to say what
he was apologizing for. He
did, however, make reference
gave to a grand jury regarding

mate Mark McGwire with
steroids and that he saw

his history with performanceenhancing drugs.
But while Canseco and

McGwire and current
Ya n k e e s ' fi r s t b a s e m a n J a s o n

Giambi may be guilty of

Giambi inject each other.
Canseco also says that he

using banned steroids to

introduced steroids to then-

automatically make all of

Texas Rangers' teammates
Juan Gonzalez, Ivan

Canseco's claims true? As far

Rodriguez and Rafael

may be batting two out of a

Palmiero.

thousand.

inflate his statistics, does this

as I'm concerned,"Canseco

As for the other players

I would be outraged at
the claims detailed in

"Juiced," claims of illegal
activity poisoning the national

pastime, if not for one simple
r e a s o n :

Jose Canseco wrote the
book.

"He's hurting for money

accused in "Juiced," no evi
dence exists linking Gonzalez.

Rodriguez or Palmiero to per
formance enhancing drugs,
unless you're counting Viagra.
If that's the case, Palmiero is

guilty as charged.
Canseco can count on a

and he needs to make a

lot of money coming from the

score," Canseco's former
manager Tony La Russa said.

sales of his book. But his real

"What's a more sensational

may be rooted in the hatred

thing to say, and who's a

he must possess for Major
League Baseball in general.

more sensational target to

motive for penning "Juiced"

pick than Mark?"

Big Mac has always been
a target of those suspicious of

performance-enhancing drugs

home run race in history back
in 1998 (he finished the sea
son with 70).

McGwire may have been
the most scrutinized baseball
player of the twentieth centu
ry. His workout routines were
closely documented.
"We detailed Mark's

workout routine - six days a
week. 12 months a year - and
you could see his size and

weight came through really
hard work," La Russa said.
Canseco is McGwire's

polar opposite. In fact,
Canseco did not even make

an effort to keep his consump
tion of steroids a secret. A

a close game won by her team. The final score was 13-7

La Russa said. "Jose would

injected Oakland A's team

season during the greatest

women's football game on Feb. 5. Here, freshman Mackenzie Welch tries to find running room in

ed, and guys would deny it,"

to the sealed testimony he

arms made him the first man
to hit 62 home runs in one

POWDER PUFF 2005: The upperclassmen faced off against the underclassmen in the annual

as 'The Chemist.'"
"Sometimes you suspect

claims that he personally

in baseball. His tree trunk-like

M O L LY B O Y L E

known throughout the league

description of the book posted
by publisher HarperCollins
said that Canseco "mixed,
matched and experimented to
such a degree that he became

During an interview with

Fox Sports in 2003. Canseco

claimed that several players
had told him he was being
"blackballed," being denied
the opportunity to play in the
Majorsagain.
"All the athletes know

why I am out of the game,"
Canseco said. "It's an internal

thing; it's kept in the family."
Assuming Canseco was

referring to steroid use being
"kept in the family," it seems
to me that Canseco has gone

against his own beliefs in writ

ing "Juiced" and has forever
branded himself a Judas

Iscariot of professional basebaU.

Of course, this is all
assuming that Canseco's

claims are true. And as you
probably gather by now, I
don't buy into his lies and
libelous accusations.

But for the sake of profes

sional baseball, boy, do I hope
libelous accusations are all his
claims are.

i t >
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Sports Editor

the first half, but GFU closed
out the half strong to grab a 36-

Thanks to convincing wins 20 advantage heading into the

apinst Willamette and

Linfield, the George Fox Lady

locker room.

The Bearcats never got
Brums are now solely in com closer
than 15 the rest of the
mand of first place in the
Northwest
iNorthwest ConPnnfcr^
ference stan' d-^^orge
the seconFox
d halfdominated
behind junior
The Lady Bruins crushed

the Wilamette Bearcats 70-46

at Miler Gym last Friday night,
and then on Saturday, defeated
the host Linfield Wildcats 6850.

The last time George Fox
met Willamette, it seemed that

the Lady Bruins were the only
ones to show up, as they
destroyed the Bearcats 69-33 in
Salem.

George Fox's lead was only

Kim Leith's 13 points.
Leith led the way for the

Lady Bruins with 26 points,

scoring run, to jump to a 39-28

overall record

lead. GFU never looked back as

to 16-5.

they cruised to the easy 18-

George
Fox goes on

point victory.
Kim Leith had 22 points
and nine rebounds in the win,

the road Feb.

while fellow junior Liz Clark

18 to play at
Puget Sound,

scored 21. It marked the second

and will take

time in as many games that two
Bruins' players combined for
more than 40 points.

on

P a c i fi c

L u t h e r a n
Feb.

19

in

In the two games, Leith tal

Ta c o m a . T w o

lied a combined 48 points and
15 rebounds, giving her credi

wins on this

road

trip

bility as a candidate for NWC
Player of the Week.
Coupled with the loss of

would

make

former conference co-leader

ence title all

Whitworth, George Fox now

the more real

George Fox led 31-23 at the

leads the NWC with a 10-2

istic.

break, but Linfield quickly cut
the lead to three. The Lady

record, while Whitworth sits
one game behind at 9-3. The

Bruins then went on an 8-1

Lady Bruins improved their

while senior Kellie Thomas
added 16.

GFU beat Linfield by nine
points the last time these teams
met, and the Lady Bruins want

ed to put the Wildcats away
early.

the thought
of a confer

M O L LY

BOYLE

UNSTOPPABLE: Junior Kim Leith blows by the
Willamette defender in the midst of another George
Fox win, this time a 70-46 blowout of the visiting
Bearcats. The Lady Bruins are now 10-2 in confer
ence action

Bruins bounce back, defeat rival Wildcats
DAN

at the hands of visiting
Willamette last Friday night,

BENNETT

Sports Editor
Coming off their worst loss
of the season, a 77-101 blowout

rebounds, giving the senior
his eighth double-double of

the George Fox Bruins traveled

half) and the inability of the
Bruins to control the tempo to
take a commanding 52-33 lead

to Linfield on Saturday looking

at the break.

his career. Aaron Schmick

for redemption.

The Bruins got out to a hot

Although it took longer

start in the second half, cutting

added 19 points to go along
with four steals, Phil Heu-

than 40 minutes, redemption is

the Willamette lead to 10 on

Weller had 13 and freshman

what the Bruins got.

threes by Schmick and sopho

Brent Satern netted 10.

George Fox defeated the

more Phil Heu-Weller. But a

The win pushed the

Wildcats 90-85 in overtime

string of fouls and turnovers
mixed with the scorching shoot

Bruins to 10-2 in Northwest

thanks to their marksmanship
from the free throw line, includ
ing hitting 10-10 in the extra
period en route to 32-29 for the

ing of the Bearcats proved to
take GFU out of the game for
good.
Schimck led the Bruins

game.

Friday's game was not •with 15 points, while senior
n e a r l y a s e x c i t i n g f o r t h e . Mark Gayman had a quiet but
Bruins. Willamette defeated
solid game with 11 points and
George Fox for the second time
in as many meetings, making
them the only team to defeat
the Bruins in conference play.
Willamette opened the

MOLLY BOYLE
TOUGH LOSS: Freshman .

Brent Satem drives drives the

lane against Wilamette during
the Bruins'77-101 loss, their
second of the season to the
Bearcats

the season and number 23 of

seven rebounds.
Willamette shot an amaz

C o n f e r e n c e p l a y, w h i l e
Linfield dropped to 6-5 in the
NWC.

George Fox will play at
nationally-ranked Puget
Sound Feb. 18, where the
Loggers haven't lost a home
game in over two years. A win
would put the Bruins in the
M O L LY

driver's seat for the conference

BOYLE

ing 13-20 from the three-point
range for the game as the
Bearcats improved their record

title. On Feb. 19, GFU will D O U B L E - T E A M E D : S e n i o r
remain in Tacoma to play Mark Gayman looks for an opening
Pacific Lutheran. George Fox against two Linfield posts. Gayman

game on a quick 5-0 run, get
ting the crowd out of it early.
But George Fox stormed back

to 5-6 in Northwest Conference

defeated both UPS and PLU

had a double-double in the Bruins'

play while dropping the Bruins
to 9-2 in the league.

earlier in the season here at

90-85 OT win in McMinnville

to take a 13-9 lead on three

Saturday's game versus
Linfield was much more accept

pointers by juniors Aaron
Schmick and Nate Mansfield.
But the Bearcats took

advantage of their hot shooting
(18-31 on field goals in the first

able for GFU fans. It was a

hard-fought contest through
out. George Fox lead for most
of the game and held a three-

T H E Y S A I D I T. . .

point lead with under a minute

"Pm really happy for Coach Cooper and
the guys who^ve been around here for six or
seven years, especially our seniors."

to go, but Linfield's Casey
Kushiyama hit a three to tie the

game with 35.4 seconds left to

F O X

http t //www. itf oxradio. r.et

Upcoming Basketoa I Games on
www.kfoxradio.net

Miller Gym.

- Ohio State Univasity quaitaback Bob Hoying, after

play.
The Bruins held for the last

shot, but junior Scott
Szalay missed two
close shots as time

expired, sending the
game into overtime.

winning the Big Ten Conference title

Standings

and

Sclxedxdes

Men's Basketball

Women's Basketball;

time, but the Bruins
seized it back and,
thanks to their sizzling
free throw shooting,

NWC- 10-2 (2nd NWC)

NWC- 10-2 (1st NWC)

Overall- 14-6

Overall- 15-5

never looked back.

Feb. 18- @ UPS
Feb. 19- @ PLU

Feb. 18- @ UPS
Feb. 19- @ PLU

F e b . 2 2 - P a c i fi c

F e b . 2 2 - P a c i fi c

Feb. 25- Lewis & Clark

Feb. 25- Lewis £t Clark

L i n fi e l d b r i e fl y
took the lead in over

Feb 18- @ Puget Sound
Feb 22- Pacific

Feb 25- Lewis & Clark
Women: 6:00 PM
Men: 8:00 PM

Mark Gayman led

the way for GFU with
24 points and 10
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to you, you're not my real dad,'

Adoption

an intense adventure.

Continued from Page 2

mother going to be in our fami
ly? Through the years, how dif

or something like that," Dunn

"Will it be an open adop
tion? How involved is the birth

Aiter the first meeting, the
birth mother and the adopting

parents have the choice to con
tinue in the adoption process.
Dunn describes adoption as

When all the questions have

ficult will it be to explain the
adoption to the child? There
will be that fear that one day

they're going to yell at you out
of anger—'I don't have to listen

Hall had brought up the
point that many people prefer
to edit God by taking away
certain characteristics they feel
uncomfortable with, perhaps
resulting in a less judgemental
version of the Almighty.
"What if I find a fallible,
finite god to be more accessible
than Abraham's God?" Hall

asked. "What if I simply can't
accept a God who destroys
people groups, kills Ananias

Yo u r

Sllco.

will for their lives because

having a child in our lives—not
to save the child, but to com

God along the way, listening
to God along the way, being

something they arrived at

plete us."

rather than something that

made, in some sense, in a male
image," McLeod-Harrison
wrote. "Why not the God of
Sarah, Miriam and Mary?
Further, it seems odd to me to

Age type who balances chakras

to hell. It seems to me that in

each case, this is the result of
human failings, not God."
Rachel Wolk-Laniewski

posted with a comment about

S H E RW O O D

WILSONVILLE

20661 SW Roy Rogers Rd.

6695 S>W JacK Burnt Blvd.

(next to Safeway)

( n o x t t o Ta r g e t / C o s t c o )

503.625.9923

503.582.8210

journey, not just in the jour
ney's end. God's will is found
in being available to Him

every moment of every day.
When we assume what

experiencing God's immedi

with other types of fear, I'm
not going to let a fear of the
unknown or the seemingly
pagan keep me from trusting
the Holy Spirit's ability to lead
me. After all, Christ is more
powerful than any pagan god,
and is fully capable of making
himself known, even if He has

2 Slices and 16 oz. fountain

God's will is found in the

God's will is, we usually stop

w h e r e t h a t s t u ff l e a d s . B u t a s

Only $4.99 w/ student I.D.

God and obeying God.

ring to God.
"I am a Christian, not a

o r r e a d s Ta r o t . I ' v e s e e n

1 Slice and 16 oz. fountain

day. God's will is listening to

her use of "She" when refer

pagan," Wolk-Laniewski

Only $3.50 w/ Smdcm I.D.

Ho

they thought it would be
was to be experienced every

wrote. "I'm not some New

Pcpperoni or

Claim

process is worth it.
"We want to have that joy of

around which everything else
revolves: being available to

Abraham Isaac and Jacob is

Cheese,
Don

Continued from Page I

say that God destroys people
groups and killed Ananias and
Sapphira or sends some people

CHOICE OF;

God's will for us

been raised, Dunn says the

and Sapphira and
sends some persons
to hell(?) Am I free
to imagine a god who
is simply loving and not just?"
McLeod-Harrison respond
ed by pointing out that
whether you believe God has
feminine aspects of any kind,
the traditional viewpoint is
clearly male-dominated.
"And surely the God of

Identity of God
Continued from Page I
God's image?"

said.

to be a She sometimes to

accomplish the task."

ate presence. Don't make the
fatal mistake of so planning,
organizing and arranging
your future that you miss
God's will for you in the
NOW.

When as we make our
selves unavailable to God in

little ways, we begin building
a wall between us and God

that as we grow older will
become harder and harder to
tear down because the dis
tance between us and God

will become greater and
greater as the wall grows
higher and higher.
This has to be the hub

obedient to God along the

way and knowing God's
immediate presence in our
daily lives. To remain humbly
available to God has to be our

highest goal. I like to think of
it this way: THE MAIN

THING IS THAT THE
MAIN THING REMAINS
THE MAIN THING.

When you die what do

you think people wiU remem
ber about you? James

Dobson said that when think

ing about what he wanted on
his tombstone, he came up
with this:
"I have concluded that the

accumulation of wealth, even
if I could achieve it, is an
insufficient reason for living.
When I reach the end of my

days, I must look backwards
onto something more mean

ingful than the pursuit of
houses and land and
machines and stocks and

bonds. Nor is fame of any

lasting benefit. I will consider
my earthly existence to have
been wasted unless I can

recall a loving family, a con
sistent investment into the

lives of people and an earnest
attempt to serve the God who
made me. And nothing else
makes much sense."

A lot of people have many
regrets when they come to the
P

H

O

T

O

G

R

A

P

H

Y

end of their lives. They regret
all the things they wish they
would have done for God and

he important moments of
your life are worth
remembering.

for other people and all the
words they wish they would
have said. I want to live my
life with no regrets and I
know you do too.
We can, as we make our

selves humbly available to
God, as we experience God
and His will in the NOW —

as part of the journey — as
we put aside our excuses and

as we always remember that

Call or go online at: 503-939-2591

THE MAIN THING IS

T H AT T H E M A I N T H I N G
REMAINS THE MAIN
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